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	Vehicle Information	Golf Carts	Non-liftedSporty handling, tight turn radius, easily accessible	Onward™ 2 PassengerThe Onward 2 Passenger represents a stylish and practical golf cart, offering a comfortable and efficient ride for two individuals with a focus on functionality and modern design.
	Onward™ 4 PassengerThe Onward 4 Passenger is a versatile and spacious golf cart designed for both recreation and transportation, accommodating four passengers with a perfect blend of style, comfort, and performance.
	Onward™ 6 PassengerThe Onward 6 Passenger is a spacious and accommodating golf cart, combining practicality with comfort to provide a versatile six-passenger solution for both leisurely drives and group transportation.
	Club Car Tempo 2+2The Tempo 2+2 seamlessly blends modern aesthetics with practicality, offering a nimble and stylish golf cart designed for both the golf course and neighborhood cruising, accommodating four passengers with ease.
	Club Car Transporter 4The Transporter 4 is a robust and reliable utility vehicle, purpose-built for efficiency and functionality, accommodating four passengers while excelling in heavy-duty tasks across diverse environments.
	Club Car Transporter 6The Transporter 6 excels as a rugged and versatile utility vehicle, adept at handling demanding tasks and comfortably transporting six passengers in a durable and reliable design.
	Club Car Villager™ 6The Villager 6 combines reliability with comfort, providing efficient and spacious transportation for up to six passengers in a golf cart designed for both leisurely drives and practical use.
	Club Car Villager™ 8Club Car’s version of a stretch limo; built from the ground up for quality, endurance, and the smoothest ride available for up to 8 people.


	LiftedEngineered for enhanced stability and looks great with larger, more rugged tires	Onward™ 4 Passenger LiftedThe Onward 4 Passenger Lifted edition merges stylish design with enhanced off-road capability, offering a lifted suspension for adventurous terrain, while comfortably seating four passengers in a versatile and modern golf cart.
	Onward™ 6 Passenger LiftedThe Onward 6 Passenger Lifted edition seamlessly combines rugged off-road performance with spacious seating for six passengers, making it an ideal choice for those seeking both adventure and comfort in a lifted golf cart.
	Club Car V4LAggressively priced with a a large selection of upgrades and choices.




	Street Legal Vehicles (LSV)	Garia Via 2 LSVThe Garia Via 2 LSV combines elegance and efficiency in a compact design, delivering a smooth and responsive ride for two passengers, making it an ideal choice for both the golf course and neighborhood commuting.
	Garia Via 2+2 LSVThe Garia Via 2+2 LSV seamlessly melds modern design, nimble performance, and the convenience of a four-passenger configuration, setting a new standard for upscale and versatile low-speed vehicles.
	Garia Via 4-seater LSVThe Garia Via 4-Seater LSV epitomizes luxury and functionality with its sleek design, impressive performance, and spacious four-passenger seating, offering a superior driving experience that blends style and practicality.
	Garia Via 4+2 Seater LSVThe Garia Via 4+2 LSV combines sophisticated design, versatile performance, and spacious seating for six passengers, redefining luxury in the realm of low-speed vehicles.
	Club Car CRU 6 Passenger LSVThe Club Car CRU LSV excels as a stylish and efficient low-speed vehicle, seamlessly merging contemporary design with dependable performance for a versatile transportation solution in urban environments and beyond.
	Club Car Carryall 510 LSVOffers the affordability and maneuverability you need, with the power of a small truck.
	Club Car Carryall 710 LSVIncludes all the benefits of the Carryall 510 LSV, but with a larger bed and increased total vehicle capacity.
	Club Car Urban LSVEfficient, safe and green, Club Car Urban vehicles integrate form and function into eco-friendly, crash-tested vehicles that help you to get the job done.
	Definitions of Low Speed Vehicles


	Utility Vehicles	Club Car XRT 800 (2WD)Compact size and optional automotive-style. Limited slip differential operates differently and more effectively than either locking or open differentials. Vehicle Rated Capacity: 800 lbs.
	Club Car Carryall 300 (2WD)Designed with tools in mind, the easy-to-use Versattach system of holders and dividers makes loading your tools safely a problem of the past. Vehicle Rated Capacity: 800 lbs.
	Club Car Carryall 500 (2WD)One of the most versatile work utility vehicles on the market, it has the power to replace pickup trucks at a fraction of the cost. Vehicle Rated Capacity: 1,200 lbs.
	Club Car Carryall 700 (2WD)The Carryall 700 combines a bed that’s nearly six feet long with a 3/4-ton total vehicle capacity, making it ideal for hauling long, bulky loads. Vehicle Rated Capacity: 1,500 lbs.
	Club Car Transporter 4 (2WD)Equipped with rustproof aluminum chassis, body, and bed. Seats four passengers comfortably. Vehicle Rated Capacity: 1,500 lbs.
	Club Car Carryall 1500 (2WD)Heavy-duty hauling with a gentle touch. Includes features designed to minimize impact on turf and other surfaces. Vehicle Rated Capacity: 1,450 lbs.; 1,900 lbs. w/ HD Suspension upgrade
	Club Car Carryall 1500 (4WD)Available in gasoline or diesel models, the 1500 features IntelliTrak all-wheel-drive system and includes a four-link rear suspension system, like those in Jeeps and Land Rovers. Vehicle Rated Capacity: 1,200 lbs.; 1,450 lbs. w/ HD Suspension upgrade
	Club Car Carryall 1700 (4WD)It takes four passengers and their gear where other vehicles fear to tread, yet costs only a little more than a two-passenger vehicle. Vehicle Rated Capacity: 1,600 lbs.
	Toro Workman GTX (2WD)Available in gas or electric options, the Workman GTX features hundreds of configurable options that include front and rear attachments, a flat bed and four-seat option, to name a few. Vehicle Rated Capacity: 1,200 lbs.
	Toro Workman MDX (2WD)The Workman MDX features the SRQ (Superior Ride Quality) system that delivers a more comfortable ride. Vehicle Rated Capacity: 1,650 lbs.
	Toro Workman HD (2WD)You can’t get more hauling capacity, versatility, or bang for your utility vehicle buck than you can with a Toro Heavy-Duty Workman. Vehicle Rated Capacity: Up to 3,351 lbs.
	Toro Workman HD (4WD)Automatic, on-demand, bi-directional four-wheel-drive traction system provides additional traction when needed without operator action. Vehicle Rated Capacity: Up to 3,351 lbs.


	Specialty Vehicles	Ambulance VehiclesWhen there is an emergency, these vehicles answers the call.
	Beverage VehiclesStay hydrated wherever you are with cooler inserts or a completely customized refreshment center vehicle.
	ADA/Handicap VehiclesOur wheelchair-accessible vehicles come equipped with wheelchair ramps, side rails, and a safety lock to ensure a safe ride for your passengers.
	Security VehiclesKeep patrol simple, versatile, and reliable with our gas or electric powered Security Vehicles.
	Snow Removal VehiclesMake snow removal a breeze with Century Equipment’s modified utility vehicles
	Food Service VehiclesServe your guests the perfect meal anywhere on your property with less worry about food safety.
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